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Individualised care plans
structured around the person

Flexible support tailored to the
needs of the individual

Service user and family
involvement initiatives 

Liaison with day care services
and drop in support to help
people build their
independence

Specialist Adult
Residential, Jesmond

Trains, planes and automobiles
Nigel really loves to be on the move
and the experience of travel. He is
supported to enjoy regular access to
local, regional and national public
transport ... but what he really loves
to do is fly.

Even when schedule and
circumstances won't allow for a trip
to sunnier climes, our team arranges
and supports him to visit one of the
many local flight simulators in and
around Newcastle! 

I believe that whilst it may not always be possible for people to live with their family or carers,
everyone should have the opportunity of a safe, caring home environment. My team at Tyne
House are skilled at supporting individuals’ with complex needs as a result of cerebral palsy,
learning disabilities and other associated disorders. 

We care about the adults we support and want the best for them. To help make this happen,
we have created an open and supportive environment where residents and their families enjoy
their lives and feel empowered to share their experience and aspirations with us. 

We extended the footprint of the home in 2013, adding a beautiful conservatory and terrace
that has given our residents more space to relax and unwind. We support our residents to
personalise their homes and we regularly refresh the communal spaces in and around the
building, using this as another opportunity to involve the residents in making choices and
having control in their lives.

We work closely with families, social workers and health professionals to make sure that
everyone gets the best possible ongoing support. This partnership approach helps us
continually identify new experiences and ways of doing things that can have a positive impact
in the lives of our residents.

If you'd like to find out more about Tyne House or come for a visit, please get in touch with me
by telephone on 0191 281 8957 or email at s.mckenzie@percyhedley.org.uk

Welcome to
Tyne House

Sylvia McKenzie, Registered Manager
at Tyne House

I'm Sylvia, and I'm proud to manage Tyne
House, which is an attractive and welcoming
home for adults with a range of learning
difficulties and disabilities.

We want our residents to live their lives as fully as possible so we work together to
agree personalised care plans that meet their individual needs. Our team supports
residents to develop their domestic skills, including budgeting, meal planning, shopping,
cooking, as well as learning to take care of and respect personal belongings and space.

Community days and activities are an important part of life at Tyne House. We enjoy
exploring the outdoors, visiting the Cinema, going bowling and to the theatre. The central
location of Tyne House allows us to use public transport such as buses, metro, trains and
even domestic flights within the UK.
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Activities
Art Attack: we love to use collage and wall art to create a sense

of place.  You can find this collage in our conservatory.

Accommodation

Tyne House is a lovely modern home, with seven bedrooms, all with ensuite facilities.
Residents also share a modern kitchen/living room and conservatory as well as an
attractive outdoor patio area.

Located in Jesmond, a pleasant residential area of Newcastle upon Tyne, it is close to a
range of local community facilities, Newcastle City Centre and good transport links for
both visitors and days out for residents.

Tyne House is like a home from
home, the staff really care.

Parent

Out and about
Because we're close to town, it's really easy for us
to pop to Jesmond or the city centre, should the
mood take us .... The Lonsdale in Jesmond is just
one of the places you might see us.

Referrals, admissions and regulating
standards

Referral Process

We admit by referral following a pre-admission assessment and a discussion by an
internal panel about the suitability of each placement.

If there is a place available in the home, a designated person from our team will work
closely with the individual and family or carer to explore their understanding and
expectations of the placement. An induction process then begins, which can include an
overnight stay. If there are no vacancies at the time of referral, names will be added to
our waiting list.

We acknowledge that individuals may have emotional or behavioural difficulties
associated with their disability or life experience and so we make sure that the process
is carefully managed and tailored to suit the needs of the individual.

Admission Statement

People who use our service will have moderate to severe or complex learning
difficulties with multiple needs including physical disabilities, complex
communication needs, sensory impairments and medical needs.

We are very happy with Tyne
House, I would definitely

recommend it
Parent

Read CQC's report at 
http://bit.ly/PHFTyneHouse

Tr

It's how we roll
Working closely with David's parents
and with the guidance of Behavioural
Support experts helped us enable
David to be more comfortable around
transitions. This has opened up so
many more opportunities for David to
enjoy and express himself, now that
public transport is no longer
something that brings anxiety and
uncertainty. And who doesn't love
bowling?

For enquiries please contact Sylvia
Tel : 0191 281 8957
Email : s.mckenzie@percyhedley.org.uk
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